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The only thing that can destroy us and doom us are our own decisions. If we
are not here in 10.000 years it is because we underestimated the odds of our
future pains and overestimated the value of our present pleasures.
- Dan Gilbert
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introduction

Our interaction with clothing is an undeniable

fast fashion system defined by the fast production

aspect of our everyday life. We spend our time

of clothing, offered at incredibly low prices in high

wearing clothing, walking through shopping streets

quantities (Claudio, 2007). With this fast paced

or browsing online stores. Clothing acts as an

production process, an unsustainable imbalance is

important vehicle to convey who we are and

created where a large focus on profit is negatively

communicate our identity. However, clothing is not

affecting our geology and unethically treating those

only part of our personal lives but also part of an

who work in the supply chain (Greenpeace, 2016).

important global industry. Thanks to our everyday

Fortunately, an increasing number of people are

interaction with what we wear, the fashion industry

becoming aware of these consequences and

has grown into the seventh biggest economy of the

introducing alternative sustainable clothing brands.

world, worth 2.4 trillion dollars. (The Business of

However, the large majority of consumers fail to

Fashion and McKinsey&Company, 2017). This

interact with these brands, even though they are

includes womans- and menswear, as well as

often aware of the unsustainable effects of their

sportswear,

accessories. But

behaviour. The question is thus put forward what

unfortunately, the industry does not only rank high

needs to be done to set in motion behavioural

in economic value but is also estimated to be in the

change and promote more sustainable clothing

top five of most polluting industries globally (Kerr

consumption?

footwear

and

& Landry, 2017).

Behavioural change has been a topic of

Through a variety of behaviours, humans

great attention in the field of cognitive psychology.

are having irreversible effects on our world. We are

This academic area analyses the mind as an

polluting our air, our seas and our grounds, slowly

information processor to explain human decision

changing our climate. Additionally, our behaviour

making (Gilhooly, Lyddy & Pollick, 2014).

is negatively affecting the lives of many people

Theories

over the world. In sum, we are living unsustainably.

previously been applied to stimulate sustainable

The idea of sustainability is built on three pillars;

behaviour but often only in domains as energy or

people, planet and profit (Hiller Connell & Kozar,

food (Harre, 2013; Jackson, 2005; Manning, 2009).

2017). Here an harmonious relationship needs to be

Clothing, however, is underdeveloped territory.

built where these elements exist in balance. When

from

cognitive

psychology

have

This present study will extend upon this

doing so we can make sure that following

application

generations have the same resources as we are

investigating

currently enjoying. However, much of our daily

psychology can effectively be applied to promote

activities do not foster such balance, of which our

more sustainable clothing consumption. In doing

interaction with clothing is an important example.

so, the result of this study will consist of guidelines

The current clothing industry is based on a

of
how

cognitive
theories

psychology
from

by

cognitive

for sustainable clothing brands on how to promote
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more

sustainable

clothing

consumption.

By

analysing the decision making processes underlying
sustainable clothing consumption, this study takes
an

interdisciplinary

approach

domains, can cause sustainable behaviour to ‘spill
over’ to other domains.
After this theoretical framework is set up,

incorporating

the ‘Empirical investigation’ section will cover the

psychology, economics, sustainable development

results of a questionnaire made as part of this study,

and fashion studies.

where the effects of emotion and positive spillover

To contextualise the issue at hand, the

were measured in a sample of students. No

following section ‘Current state of the clothing

significant evidence was found for neither the

industry’, will provide a further introduction to the

effect of emotion nor the positive spillover effect,

fast fashion system, explaining its historical origin

asking for more research on these effects within

and arguing for its unsustainable effects. As a basis

sustainable clothing consumption.

for the further analysis of this study, the section

To conclude this study, the theoretical

‘Barriers to sustainable clothing consumption’ will

analysis was used to design guidelines for

elucidate what barriers keep consumers from

sustainable clothing brands. This includes the

choosing sustainable clothing options.

advice to provide transparent information on waste,

To effectively combine these sections to an

supply chain and costs while presenting this

application of cognitive clothing consumption, the

information in such a way that it has the potential

‘Relevance’ section will provide an elaborate link.

to elicit positive emotions and makes use of a

Followed by this, the section ‘Applying cognitive

positive spillover effect. Hereby, consumers can be

psychology’ will introduce and apply multiple

triggered to use more analytical processing in their

theories of cognitive psychology in relation to

decision making. This effort has the potential of

sustainable clothing consumption. Dual-Process

motivating consumers to choose more sustainable

Theory forms the basis for the argument that

clothing, thereby substantially supporting the fight

providing more information is necessary in the

for a more sustainable clothing industry.

promotion

of

more

sustainable

clothing

consumption, as it allows for more analytical
processing (Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Kahnemann,
2011; Stanovich & Toplak, 2012). This is further
elaborated upon in the Elaboration Likelihood
Model and the idea of Mindful Decision Making.
Two

specific

information

properties

identified in previous research are explored. On the
one hand, the effect of emotions as developed by
Blanchette (2013; 2010) and Fredrickson (2001),
arguing that information which elicits positive
emotions is most beneficial in decision making. On
the other hand, the positive spillover effect is
introduced, as studied by Thøgersen and Olander
(2003) and van der Werff, Steg and Keizer (2014).
Here it is argued that reminding consumers of
previous sustainable consumption in specific
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current state of the
clothing industry
Fast Fashion

Unsustainable Effects

The fast fashion system has started to dominate the

Although

fast

fashion

brings

the

clothing industry over the last years. Where the

opportunity to make clothing available to the large

traditional turnaround time for a seasonal

western

collection of clothing was six months, this has now

unsustainable effects. These can be divided in both

been deduced to only a few weeks. This fast cycle

geological and social effects.

population, it

does

have undeniable

is made possible by quick design processes, fast
production and transportation in low-wage

Geological Effects

countries. (Claudio, 2007; McNeill & Moore,
2015).

The geological effects of fast fashion
consist of water pollution, CO2 emission and waste.

This move from the traditional to the fast

Firstly, many raw materials are sourced with

fashion system in western countries, has its origin

unsustainable water use. Cotton is one of the most

in the

18th

Century industrial revolution, where

popular materials for clothing production, but takes

consumerism as we currently enjoy it first

large amounts of water to grow. Countries as

developed. Due to quicker factory processes and

Uzbekistan, where water is already scarce, remain

more disposable income for lower classes, mass

the top cotton exporters, with cotton production

consumerism

globalisation

linked to the depletion of large waters as the Aral

increasing over the next hundred years, these

sea (WWF, 1999). Additionally, water is often

factory practices were largely outsourced to low-

polluted in chemical colouring processes, for

wage countries to save on production costs,

example in the ‘Jeans Capital’ of the world Xintang

decreasing

mass

(China) where surrounding waters are turning the

20th

next trendy colour of the season (Williams &

Century this developed even further with the

McIlvride, 2016). Other synthetic fibers are often

growth in disposable income of young consumers

manufactured from oil, linked to the negative

(Craik, 2000; Rouse, 1993). In the last 15 years

geological effects of oil production (Claudio,

alone, clothing consumption has increased with

2007).

was

costs

born. With

to

consumption. During the

further
19th

foster

and especially

60% on average, while people only keep their
clothes half as long (Greenpeace, 2016).
These

materials

are

processed in coal powered factories. This CO2

availability,

intensive factory process is followed by the global

million-dollar

marketing

transportation of the produced clothing. This

strategies, has made fast fashion the habitual

results in even greater air pollution, making the

choice of many consumers, demanding constant

fashion industry alone responsible for 3% of global

new styles for low prices (Greenpeace, 2016).

CO2 emission (Greenpeace, 2016).

with

in

sourcing,

mass

combined

changes

Following
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After production, fast fashion results in
large amounts of waste due to its disposable

get higher wages as negotiations are not allowed
for (Fashion Revolution, 2017).

nature. With new collections arriving in stores

These unethical practices are possible as

continuously, the use of old clothing becomes

there is often little transparency. Fast fashion high

irrelevant. Additionally, the often low-quality of

street brands as well as luxury brands often lack

fast fashion clothing asks for quick disposal.

information on their supply chain as international

Finally, a significant part of the clothing arriving in

companies often illegally sub-contract work to

store every week are left unsold because of bulk

reduce costs even further. Fashion brands therefore

production. Recycling is becoming an increasingly

do not have full awareness

available option, but most discarded clothes still

effects their production processes have, making it

end up in landfills (Claudio, 2007; Greenpeace,

impossible to make effective change (Taplin, 2014).

of

the

unethical

2016).
Fast Fashion Alternatives
Unethical Social Effects

Although the fast fashion system is at

In addition to geological effects, fast

present still dominating the clothing industry there

fashion also causes unsustainable issues by its

has been a development towards more sustainable

unethical practices on a social level. In the last

clothing production. Under titles of green, slow,

years most production of fast fashion garments has

fair or ethical, clothing brands are giving

been outsourced to low-wage countries in South-

consumers the opportunities to buy alternative

America, Africa and Asia. Although this has

clothing items that do not significantly contribute

resulted in a massive increase in employment

to negative geological and social effects. These

opportunities in often poor areas, this is taken

brands stimulate production and consumption

advantage of by the stakeholders of the industry.

processes where human and natural resources are

Human rights violations are widespread with forms

not

of modern slavery taking place in low-wage

(Austgulen, 2016). Production often takes place

countries. Social enterprise organisation Fashion

locally or is outsourced under ethical and fair

Revolution (2017) has determined these violations

circumstances through transparent supply chains.

to include forced and child labour, repression and

Under the title of slow fashion, production and

discrimination as well as unsafe, dirty and unfair

consumption processes are slowed down as ethical

working conditions. The Rana Plaza collapse in

production uses longer production times, leading to

2013 showed the dramatic conditions that many

fewer collections for higher prices. This asks for a

factory employees work in around the world. Fire

shift in consumer attitude to put quality above

hazard, unstable buildings or chemical unsafety are

quantity (Jung & Jin, 2014). These brands are

commonplace (Greenpeace, 2016). Additionally,

increasingly available, especially through online

wages are often too low to guarantee quality of life

outlets but have not been able to gain widespread

as brands try to keep costs as low as possible. This

grounds in the clothing industry with fast fashion

is additionally made possible by a lack of

brands increasing their production over the past

legislation. If wage minimums are set at all, they

years (Fletcher, 2016).

are often not high enough to cover living costs.

exploited,

are

in

this

way

sustainable

Additionally, non-profit organisations and

Reports show that with minimum rights and

legislative

organisations

are

increasingly

employer abuse, workers do not have the ability to

concerned about the unsustainable effects of the

Cognitive Clothes

fashion industry and are trying to support
alternatives or set in motion legislative changes.
Some have succeeded in changing the practices of
fast fashion brands to somewhat improve their
production processes (Fashion revolution, 2017).
Especially as corporate social responsibility has
become a buzzword in marketing, large clothing
brands try to highlight their sustainable practices
wherever possible (Fletcher, 2016).
The facilities for a more sustainable
clothing industry are thus present, but consumers
fail to support these alternatives in their
consumption behaviour so far.
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barriers to sustainable
clothing consumption
Although

alternatives

fashion

are

brands are often seen as unavailable due to a lack

consumers

are

of desired styles as they are perceived to

increasingly aware of the negative effects of fast

aesthetically deviate from the fast fashion standard

fashion, consumers perceive multiple barriers

(Connell, 2010; McNeill & Moore, 2015;

which

these

Niinimäki, 2010). This is fostered by cultural and

alternatives. A variety of scholars have researched

social norms, where a certain style of dress is

these barriers, specifically noting a lack of reliable

expected in a certain social and cultural context

and transparent information, availability of

which are perceived to be more difficult to allow

appropriate styles and economic resources.

for when consuming ethical clothing. This again

increasingly

keep

to

available

them

fast

and

from

consuming

comes back to a lack of information. There are
Lack of Reliable Information

many sustainable brands available in many

Firstly, a variety of studies have observed
that consumers perceive a lack of reliable

different styles but these often remain unknown to
consumers as they are difficult to identify.

information. This lack makes it difficult for
consumers to distinguish
and

between

sustainable

Lack of Economic Resources

non-sustainable brands. Especially as fast

Finally, a lack of economic resources is

fashion brands have caught onto the benefits of

perceived as a barrier to sustainable clothing

corporate social responsibility, sustainability is

consumption. Ethical clothing brands are often

often unrightfully used as a buzzword in provided

more expensive than their fast fashion alternatives

information (Bly, Gwozdz & Reisch, 2015).

(Bly, Gwozdz & Reisch, 2015; McNeill & Moore,

Consumers

detailed

2015; Niinimaki, 2010). However, when looking at

information on sourcing and production so

the aim of ethical clothing brands to reduce

unsustainable brands can quickly be filtered out

consumerism, this higher price is an inherent

(Austgulen, 2016). Additionally, Information on

element. The aim of these higher prices is not to

the supply chain is requested, providing specific

have consumers spend more money but rather to

information on manufacturing locations, travel

reduce overall consumption. However, consumers

distances and associated CO2 emissions (Connell,

tend to have difficulty assigning higher value to

2010).

sustainable products due to a lack of information,

would

benefit

from

which has shown to decrease their willingness to
Lack of Availability

spend more (Bly, Gwozdz, Reisch, 2015).

Secondly, consumers report they have
difficulty locating sustainable clothing brands

Attitude vs. behaviour

because of a lack of local presence and lack of

These barriers indicate that consumers are

advertising. Furthermore, sustainable fashion

willing to consume ethically but only when this
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does not trump too many ingrained elements of
current consumer behaviour (Lundblad & Davies,
2016; Niinimäki, 2010). This might be related to an
Attitude-Behaviour Gap (Connell, 2010). This gap
reflects the dissociation often observed where
people are aware of the negative consequences of
their behaviour but fail to change their behaviour
for the better. This explains how consumers are
often

aware

of

the

geological

and

social

consequences of fast fashion, but fail to engage
with these sustainable alternative. Change from
both the consumer and brand side thus prevents
from effective behavioural change.
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relevance

So far, research has shown that consumers are

marketing campaigns and flashy fashion shows

willing to consume more sustainable clothing but

(Fletcher, 2016).

are failing to do so as behavioural change lacks

Secondly, the industry’s complexity is

behind. Behavioural change is a large topic of

grounded in the complex nature of clothing

attention in the field of cognitive psychology. This

consumption where consumers have a large variety

subfield of psychology analyses the mind as an

of motivations driving their clothing choices. It is

information

specifically

not just the price of a product, or just the

concerned with understanding the workings and

sustainable impact. It is also the style of the item,

motivations of humans, including complex decision

the brand and its image, the trends and related

making (Gilhooly, Lyddy & Pollick, 2014).

social conformity (Austgulen, 2016; Bly, Gwozdz,

Theories of cognitive psychology have previously

Reisch, 2015; Niinimäki, 2010). When comparing

been applied to sustainable behavioural change but

this to other domains, such as energy there is no

only in specific domains such as energy use or food

‘style’ of energy and less social conformity because

(Harre, 2013; Jackson, 2005; Manning, 2009).

there is no one who will be able to see what energy

Clothing seems to be lacking behind as a topic of

label you have. However, when buying clothing all

investigation, even though there are important

these elements interact. In research on sustainable

reasons

clothing consumption these complexities should not

for

processor,

specifically

and

is

applying

cognitive

psychology to the domain of clothing.

be overlooked to facilitate a more controllable
research process as this leads to unrealistic

Relevance of the clothing industry
Firstly, the clothing industry is one of great
complexity that cannot be generalised to other

representations of the consumption mechanisms at
play.
Finally,

sustainable

energy

or

food

domains. A first complexity lays in is the fast

consumption has the benefit that alternative

fashion system being kept in place by many

incentives might drive sustainable choices. Green

stakeholders who have to interact on both a creative

energy is often not only sustainable but also

and business level. Designers do not want to be told

cheaper in the long term. Sustainable food does not

what to do in fear of losing their integrity and

only save the planet but it often also healthier.

business managers do not want to be told what to

However, sustainable clothing is often not cheaper

do in fear of losing money. These interactions run a

in the long term and does also not have other

global course where many stakeholders are spread

personal benefits. It is thus difficult to get

from Western ‘fashion capitals’ to polluted ‘jeans

consumers to buy sustainable clothing for other

capitals’ like China’s Xintang where workers are

reasons than sustainability.

living a hidden life that is overshadowed by pretty
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Relevance of cognitive psychology
Even though the complexity of the clothing
industry asks for a specific analysis, cognitive
psychology remains relevant in such a specific
application. This relevance is especially found in
the constant decision making processes at play in
our interaction with clothing. When we interact
with clothing we ask ourselves: “Should I buy this
item?, where should I buy it? or what should I
wear?”. You will not walk down the street without
wearing clothes and as such individuals have the
choice to go for a sustainable or unsustainable
option on a daily basis. As cognitive psychology is
concerned with understanding human decision
making processes and where possible, set in motion
behavioural change to make better decisions, it is a
relevant field to help understand how sustainable
clothing consumption can be promoted.
Aim of present study
This

paper

takes

into

account

the

complexities of the fashion industry and the
relevance of cognitive psychology to analyse how
more sustainable clothing consumption can be
promoted. The aim is to select the most relevant
and acknowledged theories from cognitive
psychology and apply these to sustainable clothing
consumption. These theories are translated into
guidelines, to help sustainable clothing brands
stimulate more sustainable clothing consumption.
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applying cognitive
psychology
Dual-Process Theory

Although Type 2 is more cognitively

With cognitive psychology determined to be

challenging and therefore not the default, it is

relevant as an application to sustainable clothing

certainly of advantage in many situations. When we

consumption, this section will introduce the most

are in new contexts, we have the ability to analyse

relevant underlying theory of cognitive psychology

and reflect on the situation before making our

for this study, namely Dual-Process Theory. This

decision. Not only in new situations but also in

theory has been developed by a variety of key

more challenging decision tasks with many

academics such as Evans (Evans & Stanovich,

variables, a more analytical approach can be

2013) and Kahnemann (2011), noting that our

beneficial. In the context of this study, it is

ability to make decisions is made possible by two

especially important to note that the analytical and

types of processing. On the one hand, Type 1 is the

reflective level of Type 2 processing can only be

default processing type which is automatic, fast and

achieved when there is a substantial amount of

dependent on habit and intuition. In some decision

information available to base a decision on (Evans

making processes, Type 2 processing is engaged,

& Stanovich, 2013; Gilhooly, Lyddy & Pollick,

which is more reflective and analytical, depending

2014; Kahnemann, 2011; Stanovich & Toplak,

on slower higher order processes.

2012). This is also where the link to sustainability

It is not necessarily the case that one type

becomes of great importance.

of processing is better than the other. The
advantage of these processing types lays in their

Link to sustainability

interaction. What type of processing is better to use

When looking at sustainable consumption

is situational and person specific. Type 1 is

it has been suggested that for most of western

especially beneficial due to its speed, although

society, the sustainable option is not the habitual

Type 2 has a more analytical advantage. Type 1 is

one (Lundblad & Davies, 2016; McNeill & Moore,

the default because our brain lacks the capacity to

2015). The large availability of fast fashion

use a high level of analysis for our everyday

conglomerates both locally, online and in

decisions. As we only have limited cognitive

advertising has left its mark on the habits of many.

capacity, this needs to be used sparsely. If we

When combining this with the previously analysed

would have to use Type 2 processing all the time,

Dual-Processing theories it can be seen that when

our decision making would slow down dramatically

the default Type 1 processing is used, many people

because of the large cognitive capacity it would

would not make a sustainable choice, as this is not

take. This might not be problematic when thinking

their habitual or intuitive option. For these people,

about what shirt to buy but is certainly of dramatic

it would be beneficial to set in motion behavioural

consequences when you are caught in a fire, or

change by activating Type 2 processing where more

responding to an emergency.

analysis and reflection takes place. However, as
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noted, Type 2 processing can only take place in an

provided that allows to consider the unique

effective way when sufficient information is

qualities of the option. Secondly, knowledge is

available. Problematically, the earlier introduced

thereby further enhanced by incorporating new and

barriers to sustainable clothing consumption

diverse information. Lastly, this will allow to

included a lack of relevant information. Combining

consider a wide variety of perspectives relevant for

these findings it can thus be seen how providing

the

information should be an important aim in

consideration would lead to more sustainable

motivating more sustainable clothing consumption.

choices as it encourages to look beyond the default

decision.

Arguably

this

more

mindful

options and shortcuts.
Providing information

Through the Elaboration Likelihood Model
Model

and the theory on Mindful Decision Making it can

developed by Petty and Cacioppo (1986) links this

be concluded that providing information would be

idea of providing information with the earlier

beneficial in motivating more sustainable clothing

introduced Dual-Process Theory. Here it is argued

consumption. However, it remains to be seen what

that individuals have two routes through which to

properties such information should have.

The

Elaboration

Likelihood

analyse information and make decisions. On the
one hand a central route includes careful

Influence of emotion

consideration of information with a high level of

An important property that should be

elaboration which can lead to a behavioural change.

considered in providing information, is the tone

This route is often used for information which

used. When analysing the language and tone often

someone perceives as self-relevant. On the other

used in information on sustainability, the dominant

hand, a peripheral route promotes decision making

discourse is filled with doom scenarios and fearful

through source attractiveness which is often used

messaging aiming to make people aware of the

when self-relevance is low, resulting in simple

negative consequence of their behaviour (O’Neill

inferences about the negative and positive values of

& Nicholson-Cole, 2009). When following theories

a stimuli. When a wide variety of information is

on emotion developed in cognitive psychology, this

available, which someone considers to be self-

might have counterintuitive effects.

relevant, more cognitive capacity is made available

Emotions are often defined as response

through the central route. This model thus links the

tendencies on the level of mind, body and

elaboration of information to the likelihood of

behaviour which happen over rather short time

using full cognitive capacity and has previously

spans (Fredrickson & Branigan, 2001; Johnson-

been linked to more sustainable behaviour

Laird, 2008). Emotions are more generally related

(Jackson, 2005).

to affect, which can either be integral or incidental.

In a similar vein Amel, Maning & Scott

Incidental affect is not evoked by target material

(2009) promote Mindful Decision Making. Here it

and related to transient moods. On the other hand,

is argued that sustainable options are often not the

integral affect is induced by certain target material

default and habitual behaviour thus needs to be

(Blanchette & Richards, 2010). On a general level,

overwritten. Following this theory, this can be done

emotions can be divided into positive and negative

by an increase of available information that triggers

emotions. Positive emotions can be understood as

to go beyond heuristics and shortcuts. A more well-

joy or interest whereas negative emotions include

rounded decision is made when information is

anger or fear. Although these emotions differ on

!12
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many levels, there is an important difference in the

them feel powerless, overwhelmed and remote

contextual effect these emotions have on decision

from the issue and that information with a positive

making.

tone emphasised personal abilities and engagement.
Fredrickson (2001) notes in his Broaden

and Build Theory of Positive Emotions how

Spillover effect

positive emotions have the ability to broaden our

Another property to consider is the content

sense of what we can do whereas negative

of the information. Previous literature has noted the

emotions narrow this sense. These positive

benefits of a Positive Spillover Effect, where

affective processes can help to go beyond habitual

provided information aims to remind consumers of

processes to use more physical, intellectual and

previously performed sustainable behaviour in

social resources. Blanchette and Caparos (2013)

alternative domains (Thøgerson & Olander, 2003).

similarly note how positive information has the

Emphasis in the study of sustainable behavioural

ability to promote creative thinking, make

change has long been on specific domains alone

individuals more open-minded and allow them to

and previous literature on the spillover effect notes

handle threatening information more effectively.

the benefit of linking domains. People often

On the other hand, negative emotion narrows

participate in sustainable behaviour such as taking

creativity and makes it more likely that shortcuts

public transport or recycling glass. It is argued that

are used for decision making. A note of caution

reminding people of a variety of previously

should be taken, as positive emotions can

performed sustainable behaviours can lead to future

alternatively lead to boredom and thereby less

sustainable behaviour in other domains (Thøgersen

action, when not accompanied by a nuanced

& Olander, 2003; Werff, Steg & Keizer, 2014).

contextualisation. In the same vein, negative

This spillover can be effective for multiple

emotions have the potential to lead to action but

reasons. Firstly, by highlighting the already positive

only when the individual already has the motivation

behaviour someone has participated in, positive

to undertake this action (Fredrickson, 2001).

emotions are triggered, which has the beneficial

When promoting sustainable clothing
consumption it can thus be useful to stimulate

consequences outlined in the previous section
(Blanchette & Richards, 2010; Fredickson, 2001).

positive emotions. This will allow to go beyond

Secondly, reminding people of earlier

habitual decision making responses, and instead

performed sustainable behaviour might make them

broaden thinking processes to make a more

aware of the ease with which this sustainable

considerate decision using more cognitive capacity.

behaviour can be performed. This positive spillover

This will potentially result in more sustainable

has been shown to be effective even when the

choices (O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009).

earlier sustainably performed behaviour was not

This effect of emotions is linked to the idea

performed out of sustainable motivations. Much

of capabilities where positive information often

sustainable behaviour is performed for alternative

stresses individual's capabilities to act in a

motivations, such as putting the thermostat down

beneficial way, for examples sustainable, whereas

for a lower energy bill, or recycling glass to

negative information tends to lead to feelings of

minimise waste (Werff, Stegg & Keizer, 2014).

guilt and vulnerability. A qualitative analysis by

This is related to the idea of capabilities. Especially

O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole (2009) noted how

when people do not have an inherent motivation to

participants felt like negative information made

behave sustainably, reminding them of sustainable
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behaviour they have already performed without

promotes more sustainable clothing consumption

realising it, can make individuals aware of the ease

when compared to no information.

with which they can be sustainable (Thogerson &
Olander, 2003).

Based on the complexities of clothing
consumption, some other variables of sustainable

Finally, when a sustainable identity is

clothing consumption are tested:

formed in one domain it can influence one’s

H3: Sustainable clothing consumption is related to

general self-identity. Here the extent to which

how sustainable consumers perceive themselves to

someone sees themselves as a sustainable person is

be, where higher perceived sustainability is related

altered, as one’s own behaviour and internal states

to more sustainable clothing consumption.

is what guides the idea of the self, following Self-

H4: A sustainable clothing choice is related to

Perception Theory (Werff, Stegg & Keizer, 2014).

lower average clothing consumption.

This is supported by the idea that individuals aim to

H5: When sustainable clothing is consumed, this is

avoid inconsistencies in their behaviour, beliefs or

related to a sustainable motivation, compared to

attitudes by acting in identity-congruent ways

alternative motivations such as price, brand or

(Oyserman, 2009). As described in the Identity-

style.

based Motivation Model, congruent behaviours
have been found to feel better than incongruent
behaviours (Oyserman, 2009). Here it is argued that
even when a certain type of behaviour would not
necessarily be an automatic choice for an
individual, it might still be chosen if this decision
would be incongruent with prior behaviour in other
domains. A preferred behaviour is that which is
closest to the general behaviour, congruent with the
individual’s identity (Werff, Stegg & Keizer, 2014).
Further application
The above literature review suggests that
sustainable clothing consumption could be
motivated by providing information, which elicits
positive emotions, and includes reminders of
sustainable behaviour often performed. To test this
the following section will present an empirical
study where the following hypotheses are tested:
H1: Relevant information, which elicits positive
emotions, promotes more sustainable clothing
consumption

when

compared

to

relevant

information eliciting negative emotions, or no
information.
H2: A feedback message reminding of previously
performed sustainable behaviour in other domains,
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empirical
investigation
The above literature review indicates the potential

behaviour of the respondents. Respondents were

effects of positive emotion and a spillover effect in

asked

stimulating sustainable clothing consumption.

sustainable

Although some of these theories have been tested

behaviour as the use of resources in such a way that

in the domain of sustainability they have not

the same resources are available for future

specifically been applied in the context of

generations e.g. separating waste or buying organic

sustainable clothing consumption. As introduced at

food). Respondents rated this question on a 5-point

the start of this analysis there are good reasons to

scale, ranging from always to never. Additionally,

test such theories specifically in the domain of

the respondent’s average monthly clothing

clothing, because of the complex nature of clothing

consumption was rated on a 5-point scale, ranging

consumption and the related fashion industry. For

from 0 items to more than 10 items (see Appendix

these reasons, this analysis includes an exploratory

A for the complete questionnaire).

about

their

general

behaviour

participation

(defining

in

sustainable

empirical investigation to get a general picture of
the effects of the theories explored in this article.

Pre-test. To measure the effect of emotion, all

The aim of this empirical study was to test

respondents were asked to rate their current

the effects of emotion and positive spillover for

emotion on a 5-point scale, ranging from very sad

sustainable clothing consumption in a sample of

to very happy. Additionally, to measure the

Maastricht University students by means of an

spillover effect all respondents were asked to rate

online questionnaire, following the hypotheses

their sustainable behaviour in three domains, waste

presented at the end of the previous section.

separation, sustainable transportation use or
bringing your own shopping bag. Sustainable

Method

behaviour was rated on a 3-point scale, ranging

Participants

from always/most of the time to rarely/never. These

The online questionnaire was distributed among

three domains were chosen because of the ease

students

with which the related behaviours can be

of

Maastricht

University

through

university social media pages. 241 students

performed,

and

the

option

of

alternative

participated in the study. The large majority were

motivations to lead to this behaviour, such as

females (87,5%) and between 18-24 years old

monetary motivations.

(96%). All participants received a free coffee at a
local barista as an incentive to participate.

Conditions. Following the previous questions,
respondents were randomly assigned to four
conditions in a between-subject design. A positive

Questionnaire Setup
Sustainable behaviour. The initial questions
focused

on

the

(sustainable)

consumption

emotion condition, negative emotion condition,
spillover condition or no information condition.
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Both emotion conditions included a video

Additionally, it was preferred to not use a video in

to elicit either a positive or negative integral

this condition as it also functioned as the control for

emotion, as previous research had shown this to be

the spillover condition.

an effective way to elicit emotions (Schaefer, Nils,
Sanchez & Philippot, 2010). The videos were

Sustainable Choice. After each condition, all

chosen based on their focus on sustainability. Both

respondents were asked to imagine they were

videos covered roughly the same theme and were

looking for a basic white t-shirt. A white t-shirt was

approximately the same length. To elicit positive

chosen for this task because of its neutral character

emotions,

documentary

as a basic garment. All t-shirts were white, with a

‘Tomorrow’ was used (1.46m) (Dion & Laurent,

relatively high round neck, short sleeves and a

2015). This video informs the viewer on the actions

loose fit. Respondents were given six option for

people are taking to tackle sustainability issues,

either male or female (asked to select what section

thus focusing on capabilities and gains. To elicit

they would usually shop in). Three of these options

negative emotions, the trailer of the documentary

were of sustainable clothing brands, the other three

‘The True Cost’ was used (2.33m) (Morgan, 2015).

were non-sustainable brands, randomly chosen

The video informs the viewer on the negative

from a pool of six. These three non-sustainable

consequences of the fast fashion industry, focusing

brands always consisted of one higher-priced high-

on the wrongdoings of the industry rather than the

end brand and two cheaper high-street brands.

solutions. After each video the respondents were

Additionally, the order of the brands was random

again asked to rate their emotion. Additionally,

for all respondents. All six options included the

they were asked if they were familiar with the

brand’s logo, price, image, and description of the

video. Both videos were found to be effective in

item as featured on the online-shops of the relevant

eliciting the targeted emotion (see Appendix B1).

brands. This included a short item description, the

Familiarity did not influence this emotional

materials used and, when available, the production

response (see Appendix B2).

location.

the

trailer

of

the

Any

additional

information

on

The spillover condition featured a message

sustainability that was used in the actual product

in response to the pre-test questions on sustainable

description was also included. These features were

behaviour in the different domains. This message

chosen to make the choice as realistic as possible

was encouraging for almost all responses, noting

including the most relevant motivations of

“You are helping to make the world a better place,

consumer garment choices. After respondents chose

keep up the good work!”. Only when respondents

one of the t-shirts they were asked what the

selected ‘never’ to all three domains the message

motivation was for their choice (price, brand,

was changed to “You still have some work to do to

sustainability, style). Finally, it was asked what

make the world a better place.”

presented brands they were familiar with, to control

The final condition featured no information

for familiarity. About an equal amount of

additional to the sustainable behaviour and pre-test

respondents was familiar (57.7%) with their choice

questions, to function as a control condition. The

as non-familiar (43,3%), so this should not have

intuitive response might be to use a neutral video

been of real influence.

for the control condition. However, this would not
be reflective of a realistic consumption situation,
where neutral information would not be provided.
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Results

sustainable respondents perceived themselves to be
To analyse the collected data a binary

and their sustainable clothing choice was tested. It

linear regression (Logit) was applied using four

was found that the odds of someone making a

predictors; condition, motivation, sustainable

sustainable choice are 0.761 times lower as their

behaviour, and monthly clothing consumption (see

perceived sustainability increased. However, this

Figure 1 and Appendix C). This analysis indicated

relationship was not significant (p=.271).

that the odds are 1.642 times higher that someone

Finally,

the

amount

of

clothing

who is presented with relevant information eliciting

consumption was found to positively affect

positive emotions chooses a sustainable clothing

sustainable clothing choices. This relationship was

option compared to someone who is given no

found to be significant (p=.040). The analysis

information. On the other hand, the odds are only

showed that the odds of someone making a

1.432 times higher that someone who is presented

sustainable clothing choice is 1.763 times higher as

with

average monthly clothing consumption increases.

relevant

information

eliciting

negative

emotional chooses a sustainable clothing option
compared to someone who is given no information.

Discussion & Limitations

For the spillover effect, the odds are only 1.096

Emotion

times higher that someone who is exposed to a

As noted in H1, relevant information

feedback message to induce a spillover effect

eliciting positive emotions, was hypothesised to

chooses a sustainable option compared to someone

promote more sustainable clothing consumption

who is given no information. However, this data

when compared to relevant information eliciting

was found not to be significant (p= .502).

negative emotions, or no information. As indicated

Analysis

of

the

other

predictors

of

in the results this hypothesis was not met, as the

sustainable clothing choice gave varied results.

Logit analysis found no significant relationship

Firstly, it was investigated if one’s motivation to

between the conditions and the respondent’s

buy sustainably was related to more sustainable

clothing choice. Based on this experiment it can

clothing choices in comparison to other motivations

thus not be concluded that information eliciting

as price, brand or style. This relationship was

positive emotions is more effective in motivating

indeed found to be significant (p=.000). The data

sustainable clothing consumption than information

indicated that the odds of someone making a

eliciting negative emotions, or no information as

sustainable clothing choice when price is their main

noted in the Broaden and Built Theory of Positive

motivation is 0.017 times lower than for someone

Emotions and Mindful Decision Making research

with sustainability as their main motivation.

(Blanchette & Caparos, 2013; Fredrikson, 2001).

Similarly, the odds of someone making a

There are multiple potential reasons for

sustainable clothing choice when style is their main

these results not to be significant. Firstly, effort was

motivation is 0.089 times lower than for someone

made to make the negative and positive video as

with

main motivation.

similar as possible. Both were similar in length and

Lastly, the odds of someone making a sustainable

both covered the topic of sustainability. However,

clothing choice with the item’s brand as the main

the positive video did not specifically cover the

motivation, is 0.013 times lower than someone

topic of sustainable fashion but rather general

with sustainability as their main motivation.

sustainability. On the other hand, the negative video

sustainability

as

their

Additionally, the relationship between how

did specifically focus on sustainable fashion.

Figure 1. Data Logit Analysis

b

Step 1 (conditions)
Constant
Negative emotion (compared to control)

-.061
.359

Positive emotion (compared to control)

.496

Spillover effect (compared to control)

.091

Step 2 (motivation)
Constant
Negative emotion (compared to control)

3.085
.227

Positive emotion (compared to control)

.259

Spillover effect (compared to control)

-0.43

Price (compared to sustainability)

-4.053

Style (compared to sustainability)

-2.420

Brand (compared to sustainability)

-4.359

Odds ratio

1.432
[.694,2.953]
1.642
[.798,3.379]
1.096
[.552,2.174]

1.255
[.529,2.975]
1.296
[.547,3.071]
.958
[.424,2.166]
.017
[.004,.076]
.089
[.020,.402]
.013
[.001,.109]

Step 3 (sustainable behavior)
Constant
Negative emotion (compared to control)

3.743
.208

Positive emotion (compared to control)

.265

Spillover effect (compared to control)

-.120

Price (compared to sustainability)

-3.992

Style (compared to sustainability)

-2.310

Brand (compared to sustainability)

-4.241

Sustainable Behavior (scale)

-.274

Step 4 (monthly clothing)
Constant
Negative emotion (compared to control)

2.727
.277

Positive emotion (compared to control)

.268

Spillover effect (compared to control)

-.104

Price (compared to sustainability)

-4.175

Style (compared to sustainability)

-2.582

Brand (compared to sustainability)

-4.495

Sustainable Behavior (scale)

-.279

Monthly clothing consumption (scale)

.567

1.231
[.517,2.930]
1.303
[.548,3.099]
.887
[.388,2.027]
.018
[.004,.081]
.099
[.022,.124]
.014
[.002,.124]
.761
[.466,1.242]

1.319
[.546,3.186]
1.307
[.542,3.150]
.901
[.394,2.061]
.015
[.003,.069]
.076
[.016,.360]
.011
[.001,.101]
.756
[.460,1.243]
1.763
[1.016,3.061]

Note: Step 1 x2(3) = 2.36, p=.502. Step 2 x2(3) = 82.18, p= .000. Step 3 x2(1) = 1.21, p= .271. Step 4 x2(1) = 4.23,
p= .040
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As this study has specifically highlighted the

Additionally, previous research on positive

unique nature of sustainable fashion it is

spillover effects focused on long-term effects.

recognisable that this difference in videos can be

Because of the time constraints of this present

problematic. However, an alternative video, which

study, only short-term effects could be investigated.

was equally effective in inducing positive emotions

However, it might be the case that such spillovers

while informing on sustainability in the clothing

are only effective in the long-term (Thøgersen &

industry, was not found, this remaining the best

Olander, 2003; van der Werff, Steg & Keizer,

alternative.

2014).

Additionally, this study used a very general
concept of emotions. Only positive and negative
emotions

were

affective

As elaborated upon in the result section,

sadness or

there was no significant relationship between the

hopefulness and happiness were generalised. More

sustainable clothing choice of the respondents and

nuance might be needed with more distinctions in

how sustainable they perceived themselves to be.

emotional or affective responses to improve

This means the hypothesised (H3) was not met,

findings.

where it was expected that more sustainable

responses

distinguished,

as hopelessness

and

Sustainable Behaviour

and

clothing consumption was related to higher
Positive Spillover

perceived sustainability of the consumer.

Following H2 it was expected that a
feedback

message

previously

attitude-behaviour gap as previously introduced in

performed sustainable behaviour in other domains,

this study. Here people tend to acknowledge the

would

clothing

importance of sustainability but fail to perform

consumption when compared to no information. As

more sustainable when observing their behaviour

was the case for the influence of emotion, there was

(Connell, 2010). However, here it should be noted

no significant relationship between the conditions

that the relevant question asked respondents about

and the sustainable choice of the respondents. No

their general sustainable behaviour and not about

positive spillover effect could thus be observed in

their attitude towards sustainability per see.

promote

reminding
more

of

These results might be reflective of an

sustainable

this experiment.

Additional reasons for these findings could

Reasons for this could be the low number

lay in a potential social desirability bias, where

of domains included in the questions leading up to

respondents give answers based on what they

the feedback message. Previous research by van der

assume is the desired answer or what is deemed

Werff, Stag and Keizer (2014) showed that single

socially acceptable. As it is clear from the start of

domains did not effectively elicit a spillover effect

the

and that a larger variety of domains was needed.

sustainable clothing consumption, respondents

The effect was of most impact when these domains

might respond more positively than their true

were rather unique and the behaviour was relatively

behaviour indicates. However, this is a general risk

difficult to engage with. The domains included in

with self-report questionnaires (Krumpal, 2011).

questionnaire

that

the

content

covers

this study (waste separation, transportation and bag
use) might not present a large enough variety of
domains and are not particularly unique or difficult.

Clothing Consumption
Significant results were found for the
relationship between average monthly clothing
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consumption and the sustainable clothing choice.

clothing consumption. In this analysis this question

However, this significant finding was in the

was only asked after the choice was made, whereas

opposite direction as hypothesised in H4, where it

it might be interesting to compare this to answers

was predicted that higher average monthly clothing

on general motivations.

consumption was related to more sustainable
clothing consumption. These results would suggest
that someone who buys more clothing is more
likely

to

engage

in

sustainable

General Limitations
As a general limitation, it should be noted

clothing

that this questionnaire was distributed online. It

consumption. This is surprising as it was expected

could therefore not be accounted for attentional

that someone who is high in average clothing

factors. Especially with the involvement of the

consumption is more likely to engage with the fast

video and the feedback message it was important

fashion system and would therefore be less

that attention was paid towards this information for

involved in sustainable consumption efforts.

it to be effective. To account for this, respondents

When reflecting on these results it can be

could only continue the questionnaire after the

argued that people with higher average clothing

video had finished, and there was a set amount of

consumptions might be more engaged with the

seconds for the feedback message to appear

fashion industry in general and therefore might be

before the questionnaire continued.

more inclined to care about comments on the

In line with the consequence of online

unsustainable consequences of their behaviour.

distribution is the relatively narrow target of the

Additionally, these consumers might feel a higher

questionnaire with a large majority of female

responsibility and guilt to change their behaviour as

university students between the age of 18 and 24.

they have a rather large impact on this industry.

Especially as higher educated females have been

Finally, it should be noted that the

found to be most sustainable in clothing

questionnaire included an additional question on

consumption this might results in somewhat biased

average monthly sustainable clothing consumption.

results (Austgulen, 2016).

However, this question was found to often be
misinterpreted due to methodological flaws. This
means that it was not possible to distinguish
between sustainable and non-sustainable average
monthly clothing consumption.
Motivation
In line with H5, a significant relationship
was found between sustainable clothing choices
and sustainability as motivation for this choice. The
odds of someone being motivated by sustainability
also actually making a sustainable choice are higher
than when someone is motivated by price, brand or
style.
For future research, it might be beneficial
to also add a question on general motivations for
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guidelines

To highlight the applicability of this research, the

stimulate them to use more analytical processing.

analysis presented in this study was applied to

Arguably, providing more information is a way to

guidelines for sustainable clothing brands on how

stimulate this analytical thinking. The Elaboration

these organisations can promote sustainably

Likelihood Model and the theory on Mindful

clothing consumption. To make this analysis even

Decision Making both further elaborate on this by

more applicable, the guidelines have additionally

arguing that providing relevant information can

been written in a more informal manner for direct

result in more in-depth processing, where more

targeting of sustainable clothing brands (see

cognitive capacity is made available (Amel,

Appendix D).

Maning & Scott, 2009; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).

As the empirical analysis did not yield

It is fundamental to make sure this

significant results, asking for further research, these

information is readily available. It should not take a

guidelines could not be based on the empirical data

consumer much effort to find basic information on

gathered in this study. Instead, the literature review

a brands sustainability. It is of importance that

formed the basis for these guidelines. Best practice

sustainable brands emphasise their sustainable

examples are included to give a practical approach

efforts in advertising, on their website as well as in-

to the presented information. Incorporation of such

store on price tags or signs. However, a balance

guidelines can on the one hand help to make

between emphasising sustainability over other

consumers more sustainable and simultaneous help

factors that drive clothing consumption, such as

to increase the revenue and market share of

style, needs to be found. Especially when

sustainable clothing brands.

considering it is beneficial to target consumers who
are not currently being sustainable, it is important

Provide Information

to not scare consumers away who do not currently

When looking back at the barriers that keep

identify with a sustainable brand identity. This is a

consumers from buying sustainable clothing one of

balance that can be difficult to find but can be

the main concerns was a lack of information.

essential in reaching the relevant target market.

Consumers have difficulty determining what brands

There are multiple types of information that are of

are sustainable and which are not and especially

specific importance, namely information on

miss a level of transparency. The importance of

pollution, supply chain and cost.
In the analysis by Connell (2010) it was

providing information is emphasised by cognitive
psychology. Dual-Process theory explains how

shown

that

consumers

more analytical processing allows to override

information

habitual choices. As for many people buying

emission. Additionally, information on waste or

sustainably is not a habit, it is necessary to

water use are often key in clothing production and

on

especially

pollution,

ask

particularly

for
CO2

elements where sustainable clothing brands are
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often significantly more sustainable (Austgulen,

can be extended in-store by publishing this

2016). However, information on the exact savings

information on price tags or receipts. Consumers

is rarely provided. A best practice example is the

will immediately learn they are acting sustainably

information presentation of Reformation. This Los

and how much more sustainable their choice is in

Angeles based clothing brand works with their so

comparison to a fast fashion choice.

called ‘RefScale’ (see Figure 2). Every single item

When it comes to information on the

is accompanied by this scale, showing the CO2,

supply chain, a similar level of transparency is

waste and water that were saved by the production

asked for. As introduced at the start of this study

of this item compared to industry standards

many brands are not aware of their exact supply

(RefScale, n.d.). These numbers are calculated in

chain. However, many sustainable brands often do

collaboration with a third-party consulting team to

have this knowledge as they work with more

ensure reliability, adding another layer of

transparent companies, have their own production

transparency to the information. Information like

sites or work more locally. This awareness of the

this can be presented in a relatively easy way and

supply chain should not only be provided on a

Figure 2. RefScale. (Reformation RefScale, n.d.).

Figure 3. Production Guide. (Nudie Jeans Production Guide,
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Figure 4. Provenance Technology. (Provenance, n.d.).

superficial level but would work best if this supply

consumers (Provenance, n.d.). A tracking code is

chain could be tracked by the consumer. Knowing

provided on price tags linking to online information

exactly where a garment was made and under what

on the complete supply chain (see Figure 4). Here

conditions gives a big advantage over fast fashion

offline and online can optimally be combined.

brands where it is largely impossible to get this

Where possible, a similar approach to what is

type of information. When looking at best

explored

practices, Nudie Jeans is at the front of supply

where these sustainable supply chains are

chain tracking. This Swedish jeans brand provides

compared to industry standards to clearly show the

an elaborate ‘Production Guide’ on their website

benefits.

by Reformation would be of interest

(see Figure 3). This production guide is available

Finally, information on cost is an advised

for each individual design and gives a summary on

form of information. Especially as economic

the relationship between Nudie Jeans and the

barriers have been found to keep consumers from

relevant production location, as well as

buying sustainable clothes, it is important to inform

photographs and details on relevant licensing or

consumers how the prices of these clothes have

project participation of the factory. The addresses

been determined and where possible comparing this

of all factories are included, ensuring

reliability.

to industry standards. This does not only make it

Additionally, the guide provides information on

easier for consumers to assign higher value to

the number of employees and audit summaries

sustainable products, it also helps to understand

detailing the positive achievement of the factory

where these higher costs come from, reflecting the

and suggestions for improvement (Nudie Jeans

fair treatment of workers or ecological materials.

Production Guide, n.d.). Other brands and third

American clothing brand Everlane is a good

party companies are extending upon such efforts by

example of this practice (Everlane, n.d.). On the

going beyond the made in label on a garment but

website of Everlane, each product is accompanied

providing a full tracking service of the garment

by a Transparent Pricing infographic, where the

through apps or websites. Provenance has

costs of the product are broken down into materials,

developed technology that makes it possible for

hardware, labour, duties and transport costs. The

brands to communicate the full supply chain to

true cost of the item is then presented, comparing
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Everlane’s mark-up to that of traditional retail (see

and capable of making change (Fredrickson &

Figure 5).

Branigan, 2001; Blanchette & Richards, 2010).

What is essential to note is that currently

When providing information it is thus of

most brands have chosen one type of information

great importance to not put too much focus on the

as their main driver. This is a step in the right

negative sustainable state of the current industry,

direction, but to really give consumers the

but

information they need to optimally use their

Reformation

cognitive capacity, this information should include

information to industry standards which is a good

all levels.

example of putting information in positive light.

rather

on

the

and

solutions
Everlane

to

this. Both

compare

their

Hereby the brand does not focus on what is bad
Positivity

about what the other brands are doing (negative

As has been emphasised throughout this
study the general discourse around sustainability is

emotions) but rather how well they are doing
(positive emotion).

often focused on doom scenarios trying to get
consumers to see the importance of more

Combining Domains

sustainable consumption (O’Neill & Nicholson-

Although clothing consumption is an

Cole, 2009). However, studies have shown it is

important factor is securing a more sustainable

more effective to provide information which elicits

world, consumers can contribute to sustainability

positive emotions. These positive emotions have

through many other domains as well. This might

been found to trigger better use of cognitive

seem

capacities and make consumers feel empowered

consumption, but research has indicated the

Figure 5. Everlane Transparent Pricing (Everlane, n.d.).

unrelated

to

sustainable

clothing
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potential for a Positive Spillover effect, where

Incorporating these reminders can be done

reminding consumers of sustainable behaviour in

in more explicit ways through advertising, for

different domains can positively affect each other

example asking consumers if they have recently

(Thøgersen & Olander, 2003; Werff, Steg & Keizer,

recycled or saved energy, noting this would be the

2014). Strikingly, this sustainable behaviour does

brand for them if they did. In line with this positive

not have to be motivated by sustainable ideas, but

spillover, brand collaborations with sustainable

is also effective in motivating sustainability when

organisations in other domains could be explored.

performed for alternative reasons (Thøgersen &

For example, Finish slow fashion brand Mori

Olander, 2003). For example, many people recycle

collective made a collection in collaboration with

or use a sustainable energy company to save

WWF (see Figure 6) (Mori Collective, 2017).

money. Some people might eat organic vegetables

Donators of WWF might be more targeted to buy

out of health considerations. As a sustainable

into sustainable clothing through such behaviour,

clothing brand it can be effective to play into these

‘spilling over’ their ethical behaviour in form of

behaviours by reminding consumers of ways they

WWF

are already being sustainable. This will on the one

consumption.

donations

Figure 6. Mori Collective WWF Collaboration (Mori Collective, 2017).

hand remind them of their capability to be
sustainable and the ease of this, and can on the
other hand make consumer’s identity more
sustainable as consumers start to see their own
identity as more sustainable (Oyserman, 2009).
Previous research especially highlighted the
effectiveness of noting a variety of domains with
behaviour that is rather unique and effortful to
participate in (Werff, Steg & Keizer, 2014).

into

sustainable

clothing
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conclusion

This current study has analysed how theories from

providing information was analysed, referring to

cognitive psychology can be applied to promote

the Elaboration-Likelihood Model and theory on

more sustainable clothing consumption. Our daily

Mindful Decision Making. Two specific properties

human interaction with clothing is leading to great

of this information were deemed most effective in

unsustainable geological and social effects.

previous literature, namely the use of information

Although sustainable clothing alternatives are

which elicits positive emotions, as this has the

available, many consumers fail to change their

ability to promote full use of cognitive capacities.

behaviour to make more sustainable choices which

Secondly, information which highlights the

begs the question what sustainable brands can do to

consumers sustainable behaviour in other domains,

promote more sustainable clothing consumption.

which has the potential effect of promoting

Here cognitive psychology was found to be

sustainable behaviour in alternative domains

effective in inspiring ideas on how this behavioural

through a Positive Spillover Effect.

change could be motivated.

An empirical study was designed to see if

To start this study, the current state of the

these types of information were indeed affective in

clothing industry was introduced, where the

promoting more sustainable clothing consumption.

development of fast fashion was explained from a

This resulted in mixed results which did not yield

historical perspective. Additionally, the relevant

significant results for the effects of positive

negative geological and social consequences of the

emotions or a positive spillover. Further research

current fast fashion system were analysed.

with a larger sample or considering more

Subsequently, the importance of sustainable

sophisticated variables would be beneficial to

alternatives was elaborated upon while noting that

further investigate these effects in terms of

many consumers perceive barriers to interact with

sustainable

these alternatives due to a lack of reliable

considering additional motivational variables for

information, availability, and economic resources.

sustainable clothing consumption it was found that

clothing

consumption.

When

In response to this it was argued that

perceiving oneself as sustainable is not related to

theories from cognitive psychology would be

subsequent sustainable clothing choices, which is

relevant in promoting sustainable clothing

arguably reflective of an attitude-behaviour gap.

consumption. This is especially relevant as the

Alternatively, however it was found that sustainable

effectiveness of this application has been proven in

clothing choices were related to sustainable

other domains but has until now remained

motivations. Lastly, the results indicated that higher

undeveloped in the domain of clothing. First, the

average clothing consumption is related to more

key underlying ideas of

psychology

sustainable clothing choices. This could suggest

explained, highlighting the importance of

that more engagement with clothing consumption

Dual-Process Theory. Here the importance of

can help to motivate more sustainable behaviour as

were

cognitive
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these consumers have a higher feeling of
involvement or potentially guilt.
Such empirical results in combination with
the previously introduced theoretical framework
can help sustainable clothing brands promote more
sustainable clothing consumption. In the designed
guidelines, it is suggested that there is a great
necessity to provide transparent information as this
allows for cognitive capacity to be used to the
fullest. This information should cover elements of
pollution, supply chain and cost. Best practice
examples can give inspiring ideas on how this
information can best be presented. Additionally, it
is emphasised that it is important that this
information elicits positive emotions by showing
the capabilities of sustainable clothing consumption
and the positive effects of this. Here a large focus
on doom scenarios on both geological and social
levels should be avoided to avoid related negative
emotions, which narrows our cognitive capacities.
Finally, it would be beneficial to try and induce a
positive spillover effect by reminding consumers of
previous sustainable behaviour in other domains.
A

large-scale

application

of

these

guidelines can help consumers make more
sustainable clothing choices and increase the
interaction with sustainable clothing brands. This
move away from the fast fashion system would
result in a cleaner, transparent and more ethical
fashion industry for us and future generations to
enjoy.
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Appendix A
Complete questionnaire
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Positive emotion condition

Negative emotion condition

Cognitive Clothes

Spillover condition

Sustainable choice
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Female options

3 sustainable options:

6 non-sustainable options:
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Male options

3 sustainable options:

6 non-sustainable options:
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Appendix B
Supporting results questionnaire
Appendix B1. Emotional response after video
While I was watching this video I felt (positive video)

%

Very sad

1.8

Sad

21.4

Neither sad nor happy

14.3

Happy

46.4

Very Happy

16.1

While I was watching this video I felt (negative video)

%

Very sad

22.2

Sad

64.8

Neither sad nor happy

13

Happy

0

Very Happy

0

x2(4) = 55.61, p=000.
Appendix B2. Influence of familiarity of video on emotional response
While I was watching this video I felt

% familiar

% not familiar

Very sad

23.1

76.9

Sad

19.1

80.9

Neither sad nor happy

13.3

86.7

Happy

15.4

84.6

Very Happy

44.4

55.6

x2(4) = 4.22, p=.377.
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Appendix C
Dummy variables logit analysis

Conditions

C1

C2

C3

Controle

0

0

0

Negative

1

0

0

Positive

0

1

0

Spillover

0

0

1

Motivation

M1

M2

M3

Price

1

0

0

Style

0

1

0

Brand

0

0

1

Sustainability

0

0

0

Yay to you!
So, you are a sustainable clothing brand. You know where your clothes are made, who made them under what
conditions, for fair prices. You are keeping pollution down by saving on waste, water and CO2.
You seriously deserve some chocolate. Fairtrade of course.
But how do you make consumers choose your brand over the majority of fast fashion retailers?
We like to think that understanding how the human brain functions and how it makes decisions can help to motivate
people to buy more sustainably. Throughout the day the brain is constantly exposed to an overwhelming amount of
information which needs to be processed. This information is filtered and only a little bit remains to be used for actual
choices. This ‘Cognitive Psychology’ philosophy is what has helped us design the following guidelines to help you
motivate your consumers to buy your sustainable products.

A bit of background
Transparency and sustainability fit together like peanut butter and jelly. This transparency is needed to give consumers
the right information so they can make all considerate decisions.
Simplified, your brain has two ways of processing information. On the one hand a quick route, based on habits and
intuition, and a second slower route, based on analysis and reflection. The first route is our default as it takes limited effort
so it saves our cognitive capacity for a bunch of other important things.

1

Default
Quick
Habitual
Intuitive

2

Activated
Slow
Analytical
Reflective

If you are shopping for a sweater and sustainability is always on the top of your agenda, using your quick route
probably isn’t so bad as your habit is to be sustainable. The problem is of course, that for most people the sustainable
option isn’t their habit!
Luckily there are ways to trigger a second processing route and motivate people to think beyond their habits. Providing
information that is easy to understand and relevant is the way to do this. When the brain recognises information to be
relevant, our brain is willing to use a bit more capacity and use its great analytical and reflective abilities.

Pollution
Much research has looked into the type of barriers that keep
consumers from buying sustainable clothing. It turns out that
people crave information which makes sustainable brands
easily distinguishable from non-sustainable brands. Pollution is
an important factor to make a sustainable brand stand apart.
There are three main parts of pollution that are important:
1. CO2 emission (production/transportation)
2. Water use or pollution
3. Waste
Do not just provide information on a general level by saying
your brand has lower levels of pollution, but actually provide
numbers that prove this! Give item specific information both
online in item descriptions and offline on price tags or
receipts.
For inspiration, take a look at sustainable brand Reformation,
who have designed their own ‘RefScale’ where the pollution
of each of their items is compared to industry standards. This
scale is available with every online item description, and
could be extended to in-store price tags.

REFORMATION

Supply Chain

SUPPLY

Fast fashion brands are often completely unaware of their supply chains as they lose track of their production through
constant sub-contracting. As a sustainable brand you are aware of where your products are made, so show of a little!

Go beyond a ‘Made In’ label as there is more to a product than just its last location. Track the product from raw material
to final destination and supply your customers with information on working conditions and wages where possible.

SUPPLY

Follow the lead of sustainable jeans brand Nudie Jeans who have designed an extensive production guide which
includes details on all its factories, performed audits and its conditions. These guides are linked to all items in their online
store.

SUPPLY

Want to take it a step further? Thanks to companies as Provenance, technology is made available which makes it
possible to optimally combine online and offline by including traceable codes on all price tags, linked to full supply chain
coverage.

NUDIE JEANS

PROVENANCE

Costs
As a final piece of information it is recommended to
make clear how the pricing of a product has come
about. Our human brain has difficulty valuing future
effects as it craves immediate gratification. After all,
we like to avoid risks. This makes it difficult to assign
more value to often more expensive sustainable
products, as its positive effects are uncertain and
only visible on the long-term. Especially when we are
short on cognitive capacity our immediate response
is probably to like that cheap shirt on the high street
as it gives us immediate gratification in our wallet
and closet.
Sustainable brands often have somewhat higher
prices due to slower processing. As a sustainable
brand you can explain to consumers that it is worth
saving up for a sustainable product!
Take inspiration from sustainable brand Everlane. This
brand has completely broken down its prices for
each and every product they sell. They even
compare this to traditional retail to show why
sustainable fashion is worth more.

EVERLANE

Positivity

Are you ready to give your consumers the complete lowdown on pollution, supply chain and costs? Then it is time to
think about the tone of your information.
When talking about sustainability we tend to contextualise our efforts by bringing up melting poles, dying polar bears or
plastic soups. Of course, these facts importantly inform about the consequences of our behaviour but it turns out this
type of contextualisation does not actually change people’s behaviours. Information like this often makes people angry,
sad and hopeless. These negative emotions cause people to feel like they can’t change the situation and makes them
less creative and less focused on solving problems. In short, negative emotions basically take over all that cognitive
capacity that is needed to analyse and reflect on the provided information.

Positive emotions are the key to changing
behaviour!
Remind people of the positive things they will gain or set in motion by sustainable consumption, instead of reminding
them of the losses they will endure when not doing so. A good way to do this is comparing the gains from a sustainable
buy to those of non-sustainable choices. This is what the examples of Reformation and Everlane are already showing by
comparing their information to industry standards.

Combining Domains
The fashion industry is a major part of the negative sustainable consequences the world is enduring, but of course many
other sectors are also making their fair contribution. Luckily many people are making some kind of sustainable change
in one domain or another. Some people recycle their plastic, others might save energy or eat organic food. As a
sustainable fashion brand you can pick up on these small sustainable efforts and turn them into something bigger!
Reminding people of previous sustainable behaviour, even when this behaviour was not driven by sustainable
motivations, can make them choose more sustainable clothing options too. The key is to incorporate reminders of
different kinds of behaviours to make people realise they are capable of being sustainable, or rather, they already are!
Especially behaviour that is unique and effortful works well in motivating more sustainable behaviour.
Collaboration can be a great way to give such reminders.
Working together with sustainable organisations in other
sectors can motivate people and target them directly.
Take a look at Mori Collective for inspiration. This
sustainable brand designed a collection in collaboration
with WWF, combining the target markets and motivating
sustainable behaviour in throughout domains.

MORI COLLECTIVE

Take Action
To summarise all you can do based on these guidelines, here are five key tips:

1
2
3
4
5

Give detailed information on the pollution of your production, the level of CO2 emission, water and waste

Include the entire supply chain in product descriptions, including information on working conditions

Break down the price of a product by showing the true costs and mark-up

Keep it positive! Avoid doom scenarios that make people sad or hopeless. Instead, focus on capabilities and
the gains of a sustainable buy.

Combine domains by reminding people of when they behaved sustainable in other sectors. Make them feel
capable of being sustainable! Collaborate with organisations in other sectors to strengthen your efforts.

